fully understood. [1] [2] [3] However, it has long been known that the rate of perceptual alternation or BR rate varies widely between individuals but is relatively stable within individuals.
4-13
Over recent decades, interest in examining BR in psychiatric disorders followed reports that BR rate is slow in bipolar I disorder (BD) but not in schizophrenia (SCZ) or major depressive disorder (MDD). 14, 15 For example, in BD, perceptual switches occur on average every 3-4 seconds (with some periods up to 7-10 seconds), compared with every 1-2 seconds in healthy individuals. The finding of a slow BR rate in BD has since been independently replicated [16] [17] [18] and, notably, the historical literature reported corresponding evidence for switch rate of ambiguous figures (a different form of perceptual rivalry). 19, 20 Slow BR rate in BD also appears to be unaffected by either clinical state or medication 14, 17 (but see Jia et al., 21 who report some effect of depressive state on BR rate; see also Zhu et al. 18 ).
These findings-together with the demonstration that an individual's BR rate is approximately 50% genetically determined 9, 22 -supported the proposal that slow BR is an endophenotype for BD, suitable for use in large-scale genome-wide association studies (GWAS).
11,23-25
Stimulus parameters for such studies are being optimized (P. C. F.
Law, S. M. Miller, & T. T. Ngo, in preparation), and because thousands
to tens of thousands of subjects are required for GWAS, an online platform of BR testing is being developed. 23 However, aspects of the slow BR trait require further investigation. 25 One such aspect is whether slow BR in BD might reflect eye movement (EM) dysfunction in the disorder. This possibility is based on widely reported findings of EM deficits in psychiatric populations, especially in SCZ. [26] [27] [28] [29] However, in BD (which has a shared genetic basis with SCZ), 30 EMs have not been extensively investigated and existing studies have reported inconsistent results. 26, 27, 31 For example, BD has been associated with impaired maintenance pursuit gain, [32] [33] [34] [35] impaired predictive (primary) saccade gain, 36 and increased antisaccade error,
37-
40 but these findings have not been replicated by other studies.
41-43
As such, it is possible that slow BR in BD may arise simply due to anomalous EMs associated with the disorder, rather than perceptual processing abnormalities per se.
The relationship between EMs and BR is complex. Early work
found that BR still occurs with afterimages (i.e., when stimuli are stabilized on the retina), and thus saccadic EMs are not required for BR. [44] [45] [46] Despite this observation, the rate of BR is faster with real images than afterimages, suggesting saccadic EMs may indeed influence BR rate. 44, 45, 47 In later studies of EMs recorded during BR viewing, saccadic EMs that induced retinal image shifts were shown to be associated with perceptual switches. 48, 49 In a recent study by Hancock et al., 50 an association was also found between a healthy individual's frequency of saccadic EMs (during a free-viewing task) and their BR rate when these measures were recorded in separate experimental conditions. However, these findings were not replicated by Law ), and found no relationship between these EM measures and BR rate.
F I G U R E 1 Binocular rivalry with (A) green gratings and (B) red/blue gratings. Presenting dissimilar images-such as rightward-drifting
The study by Law et al. 51 provided indirect evidence that EMs do not account for the slow BR endophenotype; however, the authors pointed out that direct investigation of EMs and BR rate in a BD cohort was required to support this conclusion. The current study therefore aimed to examine EM profiles and BR rate in a group of BD subjects and age-and sex-matched healthy controls, with EM and BR measures recorded in separate experimental conditions. The study protocol also enabled assessment of a secondary aim, i.e., group differences in EM profiles between BD and healthy subjects-an issue that has not been studied extensively to date.
| PATIENTS AND METHODS

| Sample and clinical assessment
Twenty naïve clinically stable outpatients with BD (12 male; mean age= mean±standard deviation (SD) 41.6±13.4 years) and 20 age-and sexmatched healthy controls (mean age=41.6±14.1 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision (6/9 or better in both eyes) participated in the study. Written, informed consent was obtained in the presence of a witness prior to testing according to a protocol approved by the
Alfred Human Research Ethics Committee and Monash University
Human Research Ethics Committee. The research was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Visual acuity was assessed with a Snellen chart from a distance of 3 m and handedness with the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory. 53 All participants including healthy controls had their diagnostic status confirmed according to DSM-IV criteria with the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI).
54
For healthy controls, medical and psychiatric history was screened using a brief questionnaire to exclude individuals with a psychiatric disorder (e.g., BD, SCZ or MDD), neurological disorder (e.g., epilepsy), brain injury, or visual disorders (e.g., strabismus, amblyopia or colour vision deficiency). They were also screened to exclude those with first-degree relatives with a psychiatric disorder. For BD subjects, there was a similar medical screening and exclusion procedure, as well as screening with the MINI, to exclude those with co-morbid psychiatric disorders.
Formal state, trait, and clinical ratings were assessed with psychometric measures prior to the testing session for all subjects (see ). Most BD subjects (85%) reported a history of psychotic features. Regarding medication, three were unmedicated, one was on lithium only, one was on benzodiazepine only, and two were on atypical antipsychotics only. Of the remaining 13 BD subjects with combination therapy (eight of whom also used antidepressants), four received lithium, eight received sodium valproate, one received carbamazepine, two received benzodiazepine, and ten received atypical antipsychotics. Table 1 displays the demographic and psychometric data of the overall sample. 
| Study protocol
| Apparatus, protocol and analysis for BR task
BR stimuli were generated with custom software programmed using for Windows 7™ on a customized desktop computer (see below).
After familiarizing subjects with the BR task, the BR testing session involved multiple 7-minute blocks (see below), each comprising All green BR stimuli were dichoptically presented using a special- 
| Apparatus, protocol and analysis for eyemovement tasks
The apparatus and protocol for each of the EM tasks in the current study were identical to those used and fully detailed in Law et al.
51
These EM tasks examined basic reflexive processes (prosaccades), inhibitory processes (antisaccades), anticipatory processes (predictive saccades), timing processes (self-paced saccades), voluntary saccades generated during free viewing of natural textures, and smooth-pursuit tracking. The target was a green cross subtending 1° of visual angle. (v) maintenance pursuit gain on the constant velocity smooth-pursuit task; and (vi) maintenance pursuit gain on the sinusoidal velocity smooth-pursuit task.
All of the EM analyses in the current study were identical to those of our previous study (Law et al. 51 ), with the exception of compensatory saccade frequency in the smooth-pursuit task and saccade rate in the self-paced task. The frequency of compensatory saccades was calculated by combining the frequency of four saccade types (i.e., catch-up, predictive, backup, and square-save jerks) identified using the criteria detailed in Law et al. 51 For the self-paced task, the overall saccade rate was calculated because saccade rate was not significantly different between ±2° and ±7° conditions in either BD or controls (Wilcoxon signed rank test, P≥.46). In addition to the measures detailed in Law et al., 51 the frequency of eye blinks during the free viewing of natural textures was calculated in the current study.
The rationale for using Bayes factors corresponding to the correlation between EMs and BR rate is fully detailed in Law et al. 51 In brief, Bayes factors were employed to assess the level of evidence (single sample t test), either for the null hypothesis that there was no correlation or for the alternative hypothesis that there was some non-zero correlation coefficient (e.g., a negative or positive correlation 
| RESULTS
| Group comparisons of BR rate
BR rate was compared between BD patients and controls, to establish whether it was slower in the BD group before proceeding to com- 
| Group comparisons of primary eye-movement measures
Having established that BR rate was slow in BD, the primary EM meas- ). The corresponding Bayes factors indicate weak evidence (1<BF 01 ≤3) in favour of the null hypothesis of no group difference for all primary EM measures (see Table 2 ), with the exception of saccade rate on the free-viewing task, in which corresponding Bayes factors indicate substantial evidence (3<BF 10 ≤10) for a group difference. Thus, saccade rate on the free-viewing task was found to be lower in the BD group than in the healthy group, while no group difference was found for the remaining primary EM measures.
The results pertaining to group comparisons of exploratory EM measures, in which no group difference was found for any exploratory EM measure, are reported in the Supporting Information Results, as are subjective mood and clinical state ratings (i.e., STAI-trait, STAI-state,
MÅDRS and YMRS).
| Relationship between primary eye-movement measures and BR rate
The association between each primary EM measure and BR rate was assessed in BD patients and controls, to examine whether there is a relationship between these EMs and slow BR rate in BD. Non-parametric (Spearman's ρ) correlations were performed between all six primary EM measures and BR rate for the five primary stimulus conditions in both subject groups. Table 3 shows that there was no significant correlation between any primary EM measure and BR rate across all primary stimulus conditions in BD patients and controls (P≥7.87×10 ). In particular, the saccade rate on the free-viewing task was not significantly correlated with BR rate in either the BD or control group (P≥4.76×10
, one-tailed; see Figure 2 ). ). There was, however, substantial evidence (3<BF 10 ≤10) for an association between maintenance pursuit gain on the sinusoidal velocity smooth-pursuit task and BR rate, but only for select primary stimulus conditions in the control group (e.g., stationary and 8 cycles/second green gratings; with decisive evidence for 8 cycles/second green gratings, i.e., BF 10 >100). Thus, a decrease in maintenance pursuit gain on the sinusoidal velocity smooth-pursuit task was associated with a slower BR rate for select primary stimulus conditions in the healthy group, while no relationship was found between any of the remaining primary EM measures and BR rate in both the BD and healthy groups. Detailed findings pertaining to the relationship between exploratory EM measures and BR rate-in which no significant association was found for most exploratory EM measures in either the BD or healthy group-are reported in the Supporting Information Results, as are the non-significant findings regarding the relationship between primary/exploratory EM measures, psychometric assessment ratings and medication.
| DISCUSSION
The current study investigated the relationship between EMs and BR rate in BD and healthy individuals, with a secondary aim of examining differences in EM profiles between these groups. Each individual's
EMs were recorded during various EM tasks (e.g., free viewing, antisaccade, anticipatory and smooth pursuit), and their BR rates were separately determined for BR tasks with different stimulus types and drift speeds. No significant relationship was found between EMs and BR rate, for each EM task across all BR stimulus conditions, in either the BD or the healthy group. Bayes factors supported this null hypothesis for most EM measures and, of particular relevance, there was support for no relationship between saccade rate on the free-viewing task and BR rate in both the BD and healthy groups. Importantly, there were no EM measures for which Bayes factors supported an association with BR rate in either the BD group or the control group, where those EMs were also different between the BD and healthy groups according to Bayes factors. These findings-together with a slower BR rate in the BD compared with the healthy group-provide evidence that EM profiles do not explain the slow BR endophenotype for BD.
Regarding the secondary issue of group differences in EMs, there was no significant group difference for primary EM measures of antisaccade, anticipatory, and smooth-pursuit tasks. Bayes factors supported these findings. These results contribute to the limited and conflicting literature on EM profiles in BD, and are in contrast to previous reports indicating that BD is associated with increased antisaccade error [37] [38] [39] [40] (c.f. Fukushima et al.
80
), deficits in predictive primary saccade gain 36 (c.f. Crawford et al. 41 ), and impaired maintenance pursuit gain [32] [33] [34] [35] (c.f. Lencer et al. 42 and Moates et al.
43
). Primary eye-movement (EM) measures are free-viewing saccade rate, percentage of antisaccade errors, predictive primary saccade gain, and maintenance pursuit gain on the smooth-pursuit task. The remaining EM measures are exploratory. For exploratory EM measures, no significant between-group difference was found (see Table S1 ). The corresponding Bayes factors indicated weak evidence (1<BF 10 ≤3) for a group difference in compensatory saccade frequency on the constant velocity smooth-pursuit task (see Table S1 ). In contrast, there was weak evidence (1<BF 01 ≤3) or substantial evidence (3<BF 01 ≤10) in favour of the null hypothesis of no group difference for the remaining exploratory EM measures according to Bayes factors. °/s, degrees/second; MAD, median absolute deviation; P, P value (Mann−Whitney U test; two-tailed); BF 01 , Bayes factor value for null hypothesis of there being no group difference. Primary eye-movement (EM) measures are free-viewing saccade rate, percentage of antisaccade errors, predictive primary saccade gain, and maintenance pursuit gain on the smooth-pursuit task. The remaining EM measures are exploratory. No significant correlation was found between the primary EM measures and binocular rivalry rate for any exploratory stimulus condition in either bipolar disorder subjects or healthy controls (see Table S2 ). For exploratory EM measures, no significant correlation was found with binocular rivalry rate for the primary or exploratory stimulus conditions in either bipolar disorder subjects or healthy controls (see Tables S3 and S4 ). The corresponding Bayes factors indicated either weak evidence (1<BF 01 ≤3) or substantial evidence (3<BF 01 ≤10) in favour of the null hypothesis of no association between EMs and binocular rivalry rate for most correlations in both groups (see Tables S5 and S6) ). The combination of results overall supports slow BR in BD being a fundamental perceptual processing anomaly rather than a proxy measure of EM anomaly.
In the study by Hancock et al., 50 the finding of a significant association between free-viewing saccade rate and BR rate in healthy F I G U R E 2 Scatterplots showing the association between an individual's saccade rate during free viewing of natural textures and their binocular rivalry rate for the five primary stimulus conditions. Binocular rivalry rate (Hz) is denoted along the y-axis and the saccade rate (saccades/second) along the x-axis. Filled and hollow circles denote the individual data points for bipolar disorder (BD) subjects and healthy controls, respectively. Solid and dashed lines indicate the line of best fit from orthogonal linear regression for BD subjects and healthy controls, respectively. No significant association was observed between free-viewing saccade rate and binocular rivalry rate for all stimulus conditions in BD subjects and healthy controls (refer to Table 3 ). This pattern of non-significant results was verified with Bayes factors. Thus, no relationship was found between free-viewing saccade rate and binocular rivalry rate in BD subjects and healthy controls for the primary stimulus conditions. This finding-together with a slower binocular rivalry rate in BD subjects compared with healthy controls-provides evidence that free-viewing saccade rate does not explain the slow BR endophenotype for BD. cycles/s, cycles/second; saccades/s, saccades/second. ρ, Spearman's ρ subjects was cited as support for a possible overlap between parietal brain regions relevant to both individual variation in BR rate and initiating shifts in eye position during free viewing of the environment.
The current findings might appear to support such an overlap given the slow BR rate in BD and Bayes factor support for a low free-viewing saccade rate in BD, along with reports in the literature of parietal cortex anomalies in BD. 81, 82 However, the overlapping parietal region interpretation is in fact not supported by the current findings because there was no association between free-viewing saccade rate and BR rate in the BD and control groups.
Although it cannot be ruled out that greater statistical power from a larger sample size may reveal significant relationships be- 
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| CONCLUSIONS
